
















        
     

 

               
       

          
   

             
             
           

          
             

         

          
        

         

           
             

        
       

          
            

          
           
           
        

    

         
            

         
    

        
            

              
         

           
       

            
               

             
                

             

            
           

      

             

              
           

                  
             

              
                

               

 



              
             
    

         

             
              
              

              
              
            

          

              
         

            
            

                          
          

             
           

         

            
           

          

           
             
            

                   
          

    
    

             
       

        
          

     
            

   
                

             
              

         

              
              

              
           

              
      

                
           

            
            

        

 



         

                 
             
              

          
            
     

               
          

           
           

             
          

            
            

            

        
    

          

      
          

        

         
         

         
     

        
           

        
          
          

          
        

             
         

          
             

      

           
           

             
               

             
            

            

 

 









    

             
              

            
            

             
              

              
            

       

               
             

          

           
          

      

          

          
          

     

          
         

           
       

      
             

            
   

      
           

  

            
           

            
         

        

              
          

            

                   
           

                  
                 

                 
           

 











            
           

                 
                

              
            

               
          

               
  

                
              

                
              

               
          

           
               

          
          

   
         

        
             

         
            

        
       

      
          

          
         

         
    

              
        

            
          

            
             

  
              

           
            

         

                
            

              
                

          

              
           
           

               

 











           

           
             

            

            
    

 

 

           
     

           
       

         
            

  
  

           
           

       
      

           
          

           
       

            
            

        
       

          
      

     
             

    
              

   

          
               

    

         
            

             
 

            
            

     

            
              

              
      

 







or 

Date: 24 July 2020 

MINISTRY OF SOCIAL 
DEVELOPMENT 
TE MANAT U WHAKAHIATO ORA 

Security Level: IN CONFIDENCE 

/) 
To: Hon Carmel Sepuloni, Minister for Social DevelopmerJt( (/> ,/? 

\\\ / \/.,'\\ 

Proposed approach for reviewing <<~~~'at~~ ~ 'nd 
sanctio?s of the Social Security 1~0~ ~~'\'feYevant 
regulations <:(,;> -~--::-, ~~, 

(0\.:✓;:) --:::•,,\ (_ ) ) \,> 
Purpose of the report ,,.___ '\<:,::>)) "' <:::( ~~/ 

,, ', - --....:,_ \ V '\ \ ~-

1 This report proposes an approach fQt)~f~g ;lit,' ~:and sanctions as part of 
the welfare overhaul work prog~m~Ath a,r· ·\~ ~s on the Comprehensive 
Work Ass~ss~ent (CWA) an,~(~~~oblfgart~>~ ~ ing drug testing and warrant to 
arrest obhgatrons and sanw.l)t.\),) /-.S':~ v ,,--...,_\ / ,,,> ('~\'- \ 

Executive summa~~-Y /;>,_ \, __ )) ,, 
2 The Ministry of .... SJk1~t))e.~~P..~~~~temporarily changed the settings of our 

welfare system·~?Jponse t&J@eased demand from the COVID-19 pandemic [CAB-
20-MIN-O~a~~)iEP/2.fl/3/2~';t"~fer]. Some of these settings were extended for a 
further (~P,9{"J;hs [~-2-0.:J11N-0328 refers]. This has provided MSD with an 
op~o@!_l~J;O mo~e_rr ls~fl'cl simplify the settings of the welfare system to address 
both\ ,bfobject~'cif, 6e welfare overhaul work programme and manage the 
increased dQro r"MSD's services due to COVID-19. 

T, \' -.....:::,., 

3 In thefji~l~ ~per Welfare Overhaul: Update on Progress and Long-Term Plan, you 
signa!J~Jriu'ii intention to review obligations and sanctions, with an initial focus on 
th{(E!t°':h~ impact on children [SWC-19-MIN-0168 refers]. Progress has been made 
with~dent Cabinet agreement to remove the subsequent child policy and removal of 
the sanction for not naming the other parent. 

4 A review of obligations and sanctions would lead to changes in areas where clients' 
experiences with MSD can be improved. The review could both reduce operational 
pressure and shift our system towards a mutual expectations framework in line with 
the Government's vision for the welfare system. 

5 Due to the complex nature of some obligations and sanctions, Cabinet agreed that a 
comprehensive review will take place as a part of the medium-term welfare overhaul 
work programme [CAB-19-MIN-0578 refers]. A review of work-focused obligations 
and sanctions will be undertaken alongside further work on benefit eligibility and the 
expansion of MSD's employment services. 

6 We propose that the review of obligations and sanctions of the Social Security Act 
2018 (the Act) and relevant regulations is phased. 

7 The administration of some obligation and sanctions under the current settings may 
divert front-line efforts away from effective employment-focused case management. 
Based on the anticipated impact of COVID-19 on demand for MSD support and other 
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work currently underway, we propose that the Initial phase of the review will focus on 
areas where changes may improve client experience and simplify the system In the 
short-term. 

8 We propose that our initial focus is to review the Comprehensive Work Assessment 
(CWA} and social obligations, including drug testing and warrant to arrest obligations 
and sanctions. 

9 Our phased approach for the review of these obligations and sanctions will align with 
the overall engagement plan for the kaupapa Maori values and purpose and principles 
workstreams. These workstreams are part of the overall work programme to reset 
the foundations of the welfare system. 

Recommended actions 

It is recommended that you: 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

agree to a phased approach to review some obligations and saf},ctions in the ~~cial 
( , ,, / 

Security Act 2018 and relevant regulations <\ '<"</ /' </,, 
,, '\''.// ,..----, \\ 

<:(\':((',) \(g~r~(~a~ree 

agree that the phased approach will have an initiai,f,~~us oh>the: ,_,\ \~:::S 
/',,\~v :::----., (~ \ ,\ 

2.1 Comprehensive Work Assessment ,,........_<'<::> \)---_, ~,~, 
2.2 social obligations </,,,-.. >\'v;;,✓' --\'J,(J) ',,> 
2.3 drug testing obligation and sanctl0_!£.~\'\,}) V <<\ \~~/ 
2.4 warrant to arrest obligation anO::~~iM' ,,,, \~,) ,, 

/~ ~ ) ,,✓----. <:_~\ \~\( agree / disagree 

note that the phased ap~_i·e~sh~JI ali~th~i:d~erall engagement plan for the 
kaupapa Maori values~~ir¢se,~r~11f!Pies of the Social Security Act 2018 
welfare overhaul ]~§ <,(_(,') ~/ 

/" v0 ~'-,\ 
note that the '~s reams hl':s, ~~endation 2 are part of the work programme to 

0 ,/ \ » 
reset th)i?:;:fa(!o<!,cy-1ons o~e we fare system 

\(✓.?, \~/ ~--- ,~,,) 
not_~~~&ic,~~~~i~e you with further advice in early 2021 following 

eng~m;,;t::~Y> takeholders. 

/\ /) '\\ / / < / << , > a',( 
/ 

Leah Asmus 
Policy Manager 

Date 

Welfare System and Income Support 

Hon Carmel Sepuloni Date 
Minister for Social Development 
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Background 

The Government is committed to overhauling the welfare system 

10 This Government's vision is for a welfare system that ensures people have an 
adequate income and standard of living, are treated with respect, can live in dignity 
and are able to participate meaningfully in their communities. 

11 In February 2019, the Welfare Expert Advisory Group (WEAG) provided its final 
advice in their report Whakamana Tangata: Restoring Dignity to Social Security in 
New Zealand. The WEAG recommended significant and large-scale reform of the 
welfare system. 

12 The WEAG recommended that the Government remove some obligations and 
sanctions (for example, pre-benefit activities, warrants to arrest sanctions, social 
obligations, drug-testing sanctions, 52-week reapplication requirements, sanctions 
for not naming the other parent, the subsequent child work obligation, and the 
mandatory work ability assessment for people with health cond}~~~ or disabil,i,tfes) . 

.'..\.,\. '- _{ '\ <>' 
13 On 6 November 2019, Cabinet endorsed a high-level short,,~ ,~ ,l.l~;'anil ng-t~~ 

work programme for the welfare overhaul to achieve the<~~v'e,~ment's vi (qnrocAB-
19-MIN-0578 refers]. This indudes a review of oblig~ons and 'sanctio!,, _ iffi'./a focus 
on those that impact children, and a wider revie~~<:?~\ure ~bligaflq,ns net sanctions 
are designed and implemented to support wellbein,g'o~dme~we,:19- IN-0168] . 

...__ "'-'✓ / 'v' (, \"'-...___,, 
14 The Government has already removed th~,~<>&f.c?r npt~~~ 'the other parent, 

and has just agreed to remove the sub~e{l\)in._t-9'il'd P~,U:~ l~~20-MIN-0101 
refers]. The proposed approach outli~~~t____,llts'pip t,:v(_oUJ~ enable us to provide 
advice on warrants to arrest sancti6~ ,9'ctal o,bl at\bbs;>drug-testing sanctions, and 
support our work to review S~~k rea'.pplicat'I~ ' J1rements. Work on reviewing 
pre-benefit activities and t~)ma__n9).tory w~'b1t1ty assessment for people with 
health conditions or dis~iti~,~),11 t~'>kl~~~rther phases of work. 

We made temporary q,.,~~,,'t~,,_~1/f.Jl;~ work in response to increased 
demand from COV,ll)-1\~~,"'y ~-"' \ 
15 A range of ~m');~~>change\;~~\~ade to how the Ministry of Social Development 

(MSD) def!Ya_"J~$--servi~\in r~onse to the COVID-19 pandemic to manage an 
unp~\(~}e):Hncrease--l11,d-6rnand and to ensure the health and safety of clients and 
sta"-~--------eef~-0/3[~~t~f'ps]~ For example, annual reviews and reapplications were 
deferr~ide.~t\ca~~and verification requirements were modified, and Initial 
incom~ stfi}cl~®S were temporarily removed to provide quick support to cushion 
the blo~ ~-OVJD-19. 

<\;-;,-
16 In ~~12 , we provided you with advice on the status of the temporary changes 

an w 1~ttier we should return to business as usual or look at opportunities to address 
kno policy Issues and welfare overhaul objectives [REP/20/6/687 refers]. Some of 
these settings (eg suspension of the 52-week reapplication process and suspension of 
Initial income stand-down periods) were extended for a further six months [CAB-20-
MIN-0328 refers]. These temporary changes have provided MSD with an opportunity 
to make changes that can further the Government's vision for the welfare system. 

We now have an opportunity to review obligations and sanctions to improve our 
clients' experience and ensure we provide adequate support in the welfare system 

17 The number of clients requiring urgent support as a result of COVID-19 will continue 
to increase. Respondents in the 2018 WEAG consultation process expressed that 
efficient, transparent and timely decisions are essential to ensure people have 
support when they need It. If MSD receives high volumes of clients in the short and 
medium-term, the administration of certain sanctions under pre-COVID-19 settings 
may prevent adequate and timely employment-focused support from MSD. 

18 We need to move away from a system based on sanctions for non-compliance 
towards a mutual expectations framework to foster trust between our dients and 
MSD. We consider a review of obligations and sanctions provides an opportunity to 
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improve our clients' experience with MSD in line with the Government's vision for the 
welfare system, especially with increased clients impacted by COVID-19. 

19 A review of obligations and sanctions also supports other welfare overhaul 
workstreams reviewing the temporary changes made during COVID-19 (eg periodic 
provision of medical certificates or the 52-week benefit reapplication process). 

Proposed phased process for reviewing obligations and sanctions 

We propose to review obligations and sanctions in two phases 
20 The welfare overhaul medium-term work programme Includes the review of all 

obligations and sanctions in the Act and relevant regulations, Including those that 
Impact children. The Government has previously indicated that it will not be removing 
all work-related obligations and sanctions (CAB-19-MIN-0170 refers]. You have 
confirmed that employment continues to be the priority expectation of people who 
are able to work [REP/19/7 /634 refers]. 

21 In determining our approach in this advice, we have considered tfi?,ifnpact of /) 
obligations and sanctions on children. Our main conclusion is,,th)t,ttfe,;appl~ro~,pf 
any sanction to a parent has an impact on their children, v,;o~'g~~t!i'e-"natu~~arµ;t ~ale 
of the impact is difficult to quantify based on data we hofcr.-f,t,~'areas w--f!'a~) 
outlined for initial exploration include obligations and-~ior.is tha,t onl~);p_ply to 
families with children (for example social obligatJOl'l~,a' to car:e~,f ~pendent 
children). ,,,----.\<,;> >, (,,.--...__(~ \~ 

22 Due to the complex nature of some oblig~·, 6ia~'Ua~~~,:_gt>i~et agreed that a 
comprehensive review will take place as,, , -\bt'the $d~«r1 .. t'erm welfare overhaul 
work programme [CAB-19-MIN-057"8)~ . A re\(i ~ work-focused obligations 
and sanctions will be undertak~ijlo'n~~e fu~~, on benefit eligibility and the 
expansion of the MSD's empJpy-me t servic~~ \~<> ,~/\"\\. ) \ , 3 

23 As part of the next pha~~9rJeto ~~,, r obligations and sanctions, for 
example work obligati<{~(',will ~l!\\Je)¥,'-,have regard to the impact on children. 
Our advice will con~~~>only {t:tt-teg'lsrative settings, but how they are 
operationalise~t)~ ,~plred t~;~~~ 

The initial ph~~tfty,Pre~·ew wi(t)}rioritise changes to obligations and sanctions 
that cout<!J_,ftJ,fiJ__~~--:Ctieie ,!p,/Wence ,, _ ,, '2. D~ 
24 we<~~~ funa· ~ ;,:f!"dvide additional case managers in Budget 2019. MSD's 

invest&ent in,_tf¢nt- l-Q Sstaff has led to an increase in proactive employment 
engagemerrf~:~"ts- as resulted in more people exiting benefit into work. Given the 
antid~e\(-~~se in client volume, an employment-focused approach will ensure 
cli~~~t mto stable and secure employment. 

25 Th~~ graduated sanctions has been slowly reducing from 8.3 per cent in March 
201~ 5.6 per cent in March 2020. This reduction could reflect our investment into 
proactive employment-focused case management. 

26 We propose that the initial focus of the review Is on areas where changes may 
improve client experience by simplifying the system and facilitating continued 
employment-focused case management. · 

27 Proposed changes to achieve these aims include reviews of the: 

• Comprehensive Work Assessment (CWA) 

• social obligations 

• drug testing 

• warrant to arrest obligations. 
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Maori will be significantly impacted by any changes made to the 
obligations and sanctions regime 

28 Maori make up approximately 36 per cent of all working age people receiving a 
benefit as a primary benefit recipient and are at risk of long-term welfare 
dependency. Maori have identified the ongoing impact of colonisation as an 
underlying cause of welfare dependency, and that the welfare system is 
individualised and fails to consider the role of whanau. 1 

29 For all types of work obligations, the proportion of Maori who have a sanction applied 
during a month has been consistently higher than the proportion of non-Maori who 
have a sanction applied. 

30 Through the WEAG public consultation, Maori recommended significant improvements 
to the welfare system In Its cultural awareness and responsiveness, providing 
opportunities for Maori to determine how their needs are met, and the Inclusion of iwi 
in the design and delivery of welfare support. /~,> /) 

31 Any changes that are made to the obligation and sanction reQi~~-~~ikely~>,<-"
significantly Impact Maori. The welfare system must reflest,,✓th_e,,n-~Mof M~ot\:\ 10,\ 
ensure that any proposed changes to the obligations ancf.Scir:i_di~s re~ft!1~~11ribute 
to this goal, we will underpin the review of obligatio~~nd s'anctiO{l$ wlt'it:.me 
kaupapa Maori values included In MSD's working_,p_0't(~ewo~'we\Will also 
consider both te ao Maori and Te Tiriti o Wait~~ip>~,ll~ anal~~se issues. 
Engagement with Maori on any proposals wit\-tre~~~pr'po5~eij\~~ )fie engagement 
plan for the review. , ~'\'"~ <;"' < "-\::--=-,_/ 

Proposed criteria for revlewin~~~~~\;nctions 

We have tested the areas propos)>d(~n "friit. - f~~~~)\\J;nst five criteria 

32 The criteria for prioriti~in <(ti~~je~ of~~igations include: 
-✓ ~ \_/> ' (~", \ 

32.1 Aligns w~th the G Teri't's ytsio fi the welfare system - to ensure that we 
are makrng ✓Se~at mefy'.~ti?t ards ensuring that people have an 
adequate ,tn-5 / ~d st~~~>living, are treated with respect, can live In 
dlgnlty~nd"-at~ ble to p~~ate meaningfully In their communities. 

32.2Aliit"J!~ifi,/i~ts-jn ';;SD's working policy framework - the framework 
~~ ~urp~~ \.WJ:i:!_~str'reflect MSD's role as a provider of social and financial 
\~~ [R);J21t9/'I 628 refers]. This includes employment-focused support for 
pebp~e ~~~flfd remain in suitable employment and housing, while partnering 
wit~ ie\~iders and clients to build their own social and economic wellbeing 
ir(~ wfuch best suits their needs. 

3~ with the values in MSD's working policy framework - MSD's working 
\~cy framework identifies four values that should underpin the approach to the 

overhaul of the welfare system [REP/19/7/628 refers]. To align with the rest of 
the welfare overhaul objectives, a review of obligations and sanctions should be 
underpinned by these values. 

o Manaakitanga: upholding people's dignity. We care for people and treat 
people with respect and compassion. 

o Kotahitanga: we are stronger when we work together. Kotahitanga is about 
partnering with government agencies, whanau, families, hapu, iwi, Maori 
and communities to deliver better outcomes. 

1 Views on New Zealand's welfare system; a summary of consultation responses to the welfare 
expert advisory group, December 2018, p 16, 

2 We provided this framework to you In July 2019 (REP/19/7/628 refers), The purposes and values 
are outlined In paragraphs 32.2 and 32.3 respectively. 
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o Whanaungatanga: relates to relationships and connections across the 
system and within communities. Relationships bind and strengthen a sense 
of belonging across groups and individuals. 

o Takatutanga: the state of readiness and preparedness to go beyond 
traditional boundaries, and seek to become full participants in the social and 
economic development activities of communities. 

32.4 Simplifies welfare system settings for clients - this aligns with the goals of the 
welfare overhaul by streamlining processes where possible to improve the 
experience of clients. 

32.5 Reduces unnecessary compliance-based activites for MSD staff and clients - this 
is intended to respond to the high levels of unemployment and demand for MSD 
services. We want to ensure that MSD staff are not having to prioritise work that 
is administratively burdensome but adds little value, ahead of providing clients 
with adequate and appropriate support. 

/) 

We propose reviewing the Comprehensive Work A~~~J!lent <<~, 
('- > ' \ '-/ , ~ ', ' 

33 The Comprehensive Work Assessment (CWA) is a compulsory,~a)to(the $t~e'k 
reapplication process. The 52-week reapplication procesi'f;~~, a~ual p6\~~~onale. 
The first limb aims to regularly assess a client's eligi~'Y for'sa ben,~flt, \~He the 
second limb (the CWA) reassesses the client's w,ojk:'~a~ity andwb)ch Work 
obligations are appropriate for them. ~<<:))) (n\~\ 

34 Work-tested clie~ts must reapply for t~eiK~~~~,{~~~~:~~~b. If _a client does 
not complete their 52-week reapplicat!~~ann~e-,N_g'ranted their benefit 
(their payments "cease"3). This is a,ttuof-~proa~~ ~}t#l-tgibility check and 
resembles a sanction for non-s~lii::.~ \~'-\\\\5 

35 You recently received advi~~h~~~eek r(ci~)~~~~s and their impact on clients 
[REP/20/6/687 refers]. ~W% ~revid~~'~lurther advice about its use as an 
eligibility check in late ~~J.his r~IU inform part of the 52-week reapplication 
review by indicatjn~~f:l~h:et a WQ~'.'~pacity assessment needs to be tied to an 
eligibility check,,t~\~!r'Aes a,,~oicancellation. 

36 As a work,~a~t~~sessmen~ool, we are uncertain that the CWA meets its policy 
rational~( ~,efmi-!J1Mra~o-!1\ 'Qf\,~~ reapplication rule has become less comprehensive 
ove~e_aJl9' lias m°'.~Wards a more compliance-focused exercise of rapid 
chec~figi~~~W wbrk obligations. MSD's current practice places the burden 
on th~tlient{Q,~o~l~ with the CWA during time with case managers which could 
otherwi~~~~,~~~aving comprehensive discussion about how MSD can better 
suppo~tlie, ~lient. 

' :;;-) '\ '> 

37 Furt11if;\ €1e time period specified for the CWA (52 weeks) is arbitrary. A review of 
th~~ will indicate whether a review every 52 weeks is appropriate for all clients. 
If the policy goals are to ensure clients are entitled to their full and correct 
entitlement and that their work obligations are appropriate for their circumstances, 
clients may be better off completing a CWA when it best suits their needs. 

38 We propose a review will indicate whether the CWA meets its policy rationale and 
enable us to explore any alternatives. This might include its replacement or removal 
through the new employment-focused model. 

39 Prior to COVID-19, we began making operational changes which allow clients to 
interact with MSD using self-service options. For example, clients can now complete 
job profiles online and update their own records at any time in MyMSD. As you know, 
we are developing a new employment-focused operating model that builds on this 
new way of working. 

3 This is set out in section 332(1) of the Social Security Act 2018. 
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40 

41 Age standardised rates of receipt of working-age benefits are more than three times 
higher for Maori than non-Maori and are highest for Maori women. Achieving a more 
efficient benefit system by reforming the CWA will provide more valuable support to all 
clients in the 52 -week reapplication process. This will make a difference to all working
age clients, especially the Maori population. 

42 The below table demonstrates the rationale against our criteria for review of the 
CWA. 

Criteria Assessment 

Aligns with the Potential for quality, proactive engagement w~\h:tj)~ts, moving/~ 
Governments vision for the towards an approach that takes into accoui;i, ~-:ill.e(t'-(s'pecifie--;,,\\ 
welfare system circumstances. Potential to improve clieri{/stif.(fn_tefactioniI'nct h 11 ifd' v·, ' \ ~ ~ JT trust. . \ \ '•v 10 , ::__,, 

,,.----. "·\, V ~ 
Aligns with MSD's working 
policy framework 

Purposes: Potential to improve,'tJ,'...,t ,_, to better_ under t nd clients' 
/ / ''-'. " (;--,,_, \ -~ ' . 

needs and goals to help theo(inlo'p"&id emp10· t?~M link them to 
,,----_ \ / ) V ( ( \ '-'' -other support servicev.----> \\,,;:, <~-. \ , •. 

'\ '\ . \,./ ~/'> \ '' 

\\ ,..,,, ')' /) \\ ,,,v \\ \ 
There J@,,Pi~~~t<?' review the rationale for social obligations 
43 Soci~i:§ot{gat~~.-/arf~e~ded to encourage clients to use services essential for child 

wellbeing,,,~1~~~ 1nealth checks and participation in Early Childhood Education and 
regist~,-~000Js. Social obligations recognise that there are at-risk children in 
famij·~~ei,ving social assistance, therefore the welfare system can be used to 
enf('i ~ activities that can be beneficial for at-risk children. 

44 We~ ose that there is an opportunity to review the rationale for social obligations. 
We could reconsider the role of social obligations in light of the Government's vision 
for a welfare system that is a more supportive, outcomes-oriented operating model 
based on Whakamana Tangata, mutual expectations and trust. 

45 MSD's research found no evidence that suggests sanctioning can be used to improve 
non-work-related outcomes or wellbeing outcomes in the long-term. To date there 
have been no sanctions applied for failing social obligations. A lack of enforcement 
may undermine the importance of obligations and compliance generally. Clients often 
recognise the value of education and healthcare for their children but may face 
additional barriers (eg inadequate access to childcare) . Sanctioning clients will 
therefore be limited in achieving wider wellbeing outcomes as they will not remove 
external barriers to compliance with social obligations. 

46 With a limited Impact, social obligations become an administrative obligation on 
clients, while MSD's only role is to check they are complying, rather than 
meaningfully helping clients to comply. Ensuring positive outcomes for whanau and 
tamarikl could be achieved without sanctions, for example, though more effective 
MSD coordination with other public agencies. 
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47 A review can explore how the dynamic between clients and MSD could be shifted by 
removing what has become a burdensome administrative process and in~tead helping 
clients focus on their employment outcomes. 

Clients would experience a simplified 
system with more active support from MSD to achieve the same outcomes for their 
children. 

48 The below table demonstrates the rationale against our criteria for review of social 
obligations. 

Criteria Assessment 

Aligns with the Opportunity to explore proactive approaches to ensure that clients with 
Governments vision for the children are given the support to access government services that best 
welfare system support whanau wellbeing, without obligations or sanctions. 

Could send a strong message about rebalancing m,~\ual expectations 
and ensuring that clients live in dignity and are tf½:9 equitably;,:f~s 
also aligns with your priorities to review o~!i~~,, ,<~nd'sanc~s't~"c\_~ 
impact children {SWC-19-MIN-0168). ,<'-( '<<',~'> ,/ ( ( fl v 

<, ' ' ' ' ,"'-. '-
Aligns with MSD's working Purposes: Social obligations are ~l)te~ t~) ncou,~ge ~.li~~)traccess 
policy framework services that may be benefi~~yq~~;._____,and the(~~e~( wellbeing. 

Values: Supports mana~~ga'by'u'phold~-Oell_tis'ctfgnlty and 

shifting the relation~~ ~~e-:o't'tru~~ sf;:lf ~nd takatutanga 
by challenging ~\a__diti~~I,~ nitive m~~-!" ~3 t have been 
implemente~ti>e~~e non~~ed wellbeing outcomes. 
Provides an ~~~rt~ tq,J?~ \;ko hitanga through coordination 
with 0\her'J~ubWge~ies~,\\~ \) 

/ ', '>\ \\ ,,,, ,:----) 

Simplifies welfare system l(o(eolfa(tt>-'remove-s'o(:~gations and sanctions which would 
settings for clients (c ~~~f,v~~~~!~~€,)s\t'o better meet the needs of clients. 

-
Reduces unnecessa,'Y;, ~~0 ~.::further wp(k.:~ nee<fed to understand exactly how much time is spent 
compliance-basect;a.stiJ-it e( ' ' eng~~ c ients on social obligations, and what these interactions 
for MSD staff~ anagecs,jnd look i~may be that the time spent working with clients on social 
r ,,, ,~ \,/ < : ~ ~tib s may be better used to support clients to find employment, c 1ents (<>~>;_,,:) , 
~~~,)-~~~ ---~ ,es's housing and/or ensure they are receiving their full and correct 

"' e "t itlement and all the support they need, especially in a time when 

\\ <'_(\ nv demand for MSD services is high. 
V _A·\.. \ 

< / . \ ' '--'"' 
/)'~< :s 

The cy~~esting obligation and sanction could be included in the 
initia,~'s"e of review 

.____,, 
49 Current settings require people receiving a main benefit to take and pass a drug test 

if it is part of the application process for a job or training course, and they have part
time or full - time work obligations. Sanctions can be imposed for failure to comply or 
failure to pass the test. There is no requirement in the New Zealand welfare system 
to participate in medical treatment in order to qualify for or continue to receive 
benefits themselves. Around 100 sanctions are applied for drug-related obligation 
failures each year. 4 

4 Obligations and Sanctions Rapid Evidence Review Paper 4: Drug Testing Obligations and Sanctions, 
November 201a, httos://www.msd .govt.nz/documents/about-msd-and-our-work/publications
resources/ lnformation-releases/ weao-report-release/obUgattons-and-sanctjons-rapld-eyjdence
reylew-oaper- 4-drug-testlog-obllgatlons-and -sanctions,rul!.. 
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SO If a client advises that they will not pass a drug test in a general conversation that Is 
not linked to a specific opportunity, they are encouraged to seek help and support to 
stop taking drugs. Clients will be asked to see their general practitioner or contact 
the Alcohol Drug Helpline and they will not be referred to jobs or training 
opportunities for 30 working days. This period can be extended for up to six months 
with verification from a health professional. 

51 The policy rationale for the drug testing obligation and sanction is to send a strong 
signal that failing to pass a pre-employment drug test ( or not applying for a drug
tested job to which they are referred) is not consistent with being available for work 
and therefore unacceptable, and to help expand the range of jobs that beneficiaries 
can be considered for. 

52 

53 

54 

There is currently little evidence on the effects of drug testing obligations and 
sanctions for welfare recipients. There is also no research on the effects of New 
Zealand drug testing obligations and sanctions. The available evidence does not, on 
the whole, suggest improved outcomes from compulsory treatme~>approaches, with 
some studies suggesting potential harms. 5 </,,> /) 
The WEAG recommended that MSD remove pre-employme_pfc(:iu\~~ting ~ /~~Jide 
specialised support for people with substance use disord~f,~(in's,~. M?Q.'~~march 
shows that New Zealanders who develop a substanc~,,use d~grd'er are ~~'#kely 
than average to be male, have low incomes, low ~c;ty¢a~al 'attaj_ru):len\(ahd live in 
deprived areas. After adjusting for socio-demo9(~,!)f(~rac,~~~2prevalence 
rates for Maori (six per cent) are higher thaffe~_~l\cftic peq~'- -rfJill other 
ethnicities (approximately three per cent e~~)-5 \ '/ /?~ ,-~ 

'~\' ,, ') < ,"- ' \ 
We propose reviewing the drug test(ng'-o~~i6n a~~-~jo / in this first phase. This 
will allow us to explore options for re'moyfng th~ s~_q ·orvand improving access to 
support for people with substan~ us~orgef~~t~, > 

/) \ \ ) \ />2 ) '\-'-") / 
55 The below table demonstra~s>t~e,,r'atio~;~waj9~t our criteria for review of the drug 

testing obligation and ~b;,> ,, /\ \------.__' <> 

Could send a strong message about rebalancing mutual expectations and 
ensuring that clients live in dignity and are treated equitably. 

Purposes: The drug testing obligation has some alignment with 
employment goals, as it signals that clients should be prepared for work, 
including those with drug-testing requirements, However, sanctioning a 
client for failing a drug test may not address the underlying causes, such 
as addiction issues. 

Values: Supports manaakitanga by upholding client's dignity, and 
takatutanga by rethinking how the welfare system encourages 
behavioural chan e. Could su ort kotahitan a if we are able to artner 

5 Obligations and Sanctions Rapid Evidence Review Paper 4: Drug Testing Obligations and 
Sanctions, November 2018, httos://www.msd.govt.nz/documents/about-msd-and-our
work/oublicatjons-resources/information-releases/weag-reoort-release/obliqatjons-and-sanctlQM.: 
caoid-ey1dence-revlew-oaoer-4-drug-testinq-obllaattons-and-sanctlons.odt. 

6 Obligations and Sanctions Rapid Evidence Review Paper 4: Drug Testing Obligations and 
Sanctions, November 2018, b,ttos://www.msd.goyt.nz/docurnents/about-msd-and-our
work/publlcatjons-resources/lnformatlon-releases/weaq-reoort-celease/obllgatlons-and-sanct10ns
rapid-eyjdence-revlew-paper-4-druq-testing-obliaations-and-sanctjons.pdf. 
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with service providers, including Maori and lwi providers to link to better 
substance use support for clients to help them to meet employment 
drug-testing requirements. 

Simplifies welfare system Potential to remove obligations and sanctions which would simplify 
settings for clients welfare settings for clients requiring substance use support. 

Reduces unnecessary The time spent sanctioning clients for failing a drug test may be better 
compliance-based activities spent ensuring that they are receiving all the support they need to 
for MSD staff managers and progress towards gaining employment, including substance use support. 
clients 

The warrant to arrest obligation and sanction could be included in 
the initial phase of review 

57 A warrant to arrest is issued in a range of circumstances. Usually it is for not 
attending a scheduled court appearance. If a client is officially de,~ed to be a l?"'ublic 
risk, thei~ benefi~ is suspended immediat~ly. A client who has ~~~ta~t to arr(~ may 
have their benefit reduced or suspended 1f they do not tak;,,~9-5on~9ie st7Fto\\ 
resolve it. z:;~~ ',t:) , ~~ \~ ~ 

58 The policy intent of this sanction is to remove the Pf~~lllty',th~t qene t:tncome Is 
used to actively facilitate non-compliance with le~,1'~,~b(_~lons (~Q, ney to 
"evade the law"), by encouraging clients who)l_a~~a ~rrany=,', t>to contact the 
Ministry of Justice. The rationale is that a s'.\~i~~(prt~~~-~Q, eates a greater 
Incentive for clients to resolve their war,~~\~:st c\.!)i;t~ hat tax-payer 
money cannot be used for unlawful act_t~~~ data;--~fr:Nng agreement allows the 
Ministry of Justice to supply MSD wftJ\!_'.~r?miati~rf~,~~~ople with unresolved 
warrants. /:::::::·, ~,, ( "~ ~,\\S 

,,: '- \ /~\~ >"' 
59 We propose exploring alte~~1~~~):o th~fst~anction. Sanctions are likely to 

exacerbate existing dif?~_!i~~t,iit ~, crent ·r;n~be facing to resolve the warrant to 
arrest. Arrest and r1m~~'tYhav~~n\-ruiant impacts on Individuals and their 
whanau when P~¥,mW~'are st~:~~-<H~ng and childcare arrangements can be 
affected. Takin{/4l;n,~~eproa~,(~J)ioach to contact these people early and support 
them througt:i tli~~toce~ will'b'~~ter support their whanau. 

,') '\' /)v \ , 'v 
60 The w~iG,fu~me~' ~a~MSD remove the sanction suspending benefit 

pay~~,_ffjJ~opl~ ~ .;Warrant out for their arrest, continue data matching with 
the Mt~ of ~~i~"' d take a proactive supportive approach to contacting these 

I ,' '\_ V 
peop e:, /);;: 

61 The belo;w\~iile~emonstrates the rationale against our criteria for review of the 
wa1~ ~ a~est obligation and sanction: 

Cr~~ l) v Assessment 

Aligns with the Opportunity to ensure the settings of the welfare system are aligned with 
Governments vision for the its core purpose, rebalance mutual expectations and ensure that clients 
welfare system live in dignity and are treated equitably to other New Zealand citizens. 

Aligns with MSD's working Purposes: The intent of the warrant to arrest sanction is to encourage 
policy framework compliance with Ministry of Justice obligations and to ensure that tax-

payer money is not being used for unlawful activities. 

Values: Supports monoakitongo by upholding client's dignity, treating 
clients equitably and takatutonga by challenging traditional punitive 
measures that have been implemented to encourage behavioural 
change, and being prepared to try new ways of working that work for 
Maori. 

Simplifies welfare system Potential to remove obligations and sanctions which would simplify 
settings for clients welfare settings to better connect with and support clients. 
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Reduces unnecessary 
compliance-based activities 
for MSD staff managers and 
clients 

Next steps 

The time spent sanctioning clients for not resolving their warrant to 
arrest may be better spent ensuring that they are receiving all the 
support they need and to gain employment. 

63 If you agree to the proposed approach for reviewing obligations and sanctions, we 
will develop an engagement plan for the review which would align with the overall 
engagement plan for resetting the foundations of the welfare system. This includes 
the development of the kaupapa Maori values framework and the review of the 
purpose and principles of the Social Security Act 2018. We propose that our initial 
engagement for the review would consist of targeted consultation with key 
stakeholders. 

Author: 
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